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Abstract. Identity resolution is crucial for law enforcement agencies globally 

and a difficult task to match the real-world identity in big data due to data in-

consistency e.g. typographical errors, naming variation, and abbreviations. The 

fuzzy approach to identity resolution has been introduced that uses Soundex and 

Jaro-Winkler distance algorithms in a cascaded manner to calculate an aggre-

gate score for the full name. While the Edit-distance algorithm is used to score 

the address and ethnicity description attributes. The Soundex code has been 

modified to numbers only and increased the code length to 6-digits for this 

fuzzy approach. This allowed the matching algorithm to overcome some of the 

Soundex code limitations of name matching. The approach accommodates three 

different variations of name and an iterative search process retrieves matched 

records based on inputs. In the experiment, searching for a suspect in two dif-

ferent cases, the initial search retrieved 173 and 52 records for each target sus-

pect. These records were grouped using the Mean-Shift clustering technique 

based on the similarity of three attributes. For further analysis, the segmentation 

process of records matched 16 and 22 records for each case respectively, and 

graph analysis matched the target suspect identity out of other matched identi-

ties with links association to different addresses. The overall matching perfor-

mance of this fuzzy approach is encouraging, and it can benefit law enforce-

ment agencies to speed up the investigation process and most importantly can 

help to identify the suspect with even minimal information available. 

Keywords: Fuzzy string matching, Identity resolution, Graph analysis, 

Soundex, Jaro-Winkler. 

1 Introduction 

Identity Resolution is not just matching information but to detect, identify and consid-

er past information or associations for the target entity. Fraud and other crimes are a 

globally major ongoing threat for law enforcement agencies and other institutions to 

identify the real-world identity from a pool of false or similar identities. Identity is the 

property and characteristics of an entity that helps to differentiate entities from each 

other. Each entity [1] has attributes and can be identified by ID numbers, names, and 

date of birth as key attributes but there are many reasons which make it difficult to 

find the correct identity. But matching two records using limited attributes is not suf-

ficient for the true identity of any entity. For example, matching records by name will 
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not resolve this issue as there can be many similar names in the database. One of the 

main issues is a huge amount of unstructured, incomplete, and incorrect data available 

to extract the required information for a particular individual [2].  

 The techniques, used for record matching and record linkage, normally classified 

records into three categories i.e. “Match”, “No Match” and “Possible Match”. But 

match or possible match might not be accurate if the information changes or not up-

dated with time as this can lead to incorrectly flagged as a match or possible match 

[3]. The record matching in [4] refers to the entity resolution as information extraction 

using names while refers to identity resolution as a technique to determine the ex-

tracted information belongs to whom and how it is linked to others in real-world asso-

ciations. This statement leads to find uniqueness and commonality between different 

datasets from different sources to answer who is who and who knows whom [5].  

Data quality in the database makes it difficult to identify one real-world entity due 

to various similar multiple entries in the database. Remove or resolve duplicate and 

similar entries can be achieved by merging and de-duplicating records in the database 

representing the same entity. This is referred to as record matching in [6], [7]. But 

missing or incomplete information in the database leads to a huge amount of manual 

work to guess the matching record [8]. The data grows with the passage of time and 

traditional record matching techniques cannot accurately find a relationship between 

the records.  

2 Literature Review 

Fuzzy string matching is a technique to match strings based on approximate pattern 

similarity for entity resolution. A survey about duplicate record detection [9] explores 

the string similarity techniques developed for fuzzy string matching. The most com-

mon technique is Levenshtein distance also known as edit distance to calculate the 

distance between two strings by applying three edit operations on the strings. The 

three edit operations are inserting, deleting, or substituting the characters to match any 

given strings. If the distance of strings is less than the set threshold value after apply-

ing edit operations, then the strings are considered a close match with slight variation. 

But edit distance fails in the situation where strings are written in short form or abbre-

viation, instead of a complete word as it results in distance incorrectly. Jaro distance 

is another fuzzy string-matching technique, primarily to compare the short strings e.g. 

first and last names. This technique finds the common characters between strings 

while tracking the order of the characters [10]. The algorithm was enhanced by Win-

kler in 1990 by giving name prefix higher weighting. This variation was named as 

Jaro-Winkler distance. Jaro and Jaro-Winkler distance [9] algorithms cannot perform 

well if there is a positional difference between two strings and is more than allowed 

change. For example, strings “Alice bruce Bob” and “Bob bruce Alice” have allowed 

a change of 6 positions, but the character ’B’ in the string “Bob” has a difference of 

12 positions. In this case, only string “Bruce” will match between two strings, and the 

algorithms will not find the better match. 
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For records matching, the record linking data association method [11] was intro-

duced to match the criminal records referring to the same individual record. This 

method compares two records and calculates the total similarity measure as a 

weighted sum of the similarity measures of all corresponding featured values. The 

approach requires more computing power to calculate the total similarity as the da-

taset grows with time. Another similar work proposed in [12] to compare four person-

al attributes such as name, date of birth, social security number, and address for de-

tecting identities by combining the overall similarity score. But the approach is lim-

ited and cannot produce accurate results if one or more attributes are missing from the 

dataset. It does not filter the referring records efficiently and can also ignore needed 

records on fewer similarity measurements. Another method discussed in [13] to re-

move duplicates from the dataset by applying dimensional hierarchy over the link 

relations such as city, state, and country. This approach matches the identity record 

only if both identities belong to the same area otherwise the record does not match 

against other similar entries in the dataset for different areas. The foreign keys in [14] 

were utilized in a relational database using a probabilistic relational model (PRM) for 

citation matching. The approach is rule-based and relies on the quality of data in the 

dataset and if the dataset has incomplete or missing information then the true match 

cannot be generated accurately. 

To eliminate the duplicate records, [15] proposed another rule-based model called 

conditional random field model (CRF) to measure the associations among other dif-

ferent entities. However, [16] suggested that this approach fails and cannot find the 

links between similar entities. One of the interesting graph-based methods was pro-

posed by [17] in which between each pair of the reference entity, the relational graph 

created, matching is based on similarity with the same attribute that matches with 

similarity measure. Furthermore, the approach was enhanced [18] by adding a collec-

tive entity resolution algorithm to match social information based on already matched 

records to reuse it for matching more records instead of only comparing two records. 

To match entities from social media websites e.g. Facebook and Twitter, the model in 

[19] combines user profiles using different attributes into a graph by detecting the 

social linkages between two user profiles using a CRF-based approach. The recent 

work in [20] proposed a rule-based approach to score attributes and analyze links 

between identities using a graph-based approach. The majority of the previous re-

searches are rules-based techniques that can be very time-consuming to create a set of 

rules for big data.  

Therefore, in this research, a fuzzy approach to identity resolution has been intro-

duced that uses an iterative search with cascaded string similarity algorithms 

(Soundex code and Jaro-Winkler distance) to generate an aggregate score for the 

name variation. The fuzzy approach utilizes minimal attributes to retrieve the match-

ing records from the dataset. The matched records then go through clustering process-

es to put similar records into clusters. For further analysis, the matching of these rec-

ords is done by segmentation and graph analysis. This research carries forward previ-

ous work of [20] by using string similarity techniques with clustering, segmentation, 

and graph analysis.  
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3 Problem Definition for Identity Resolution 

In the entity and identity resolution process, record matching and de-duplication is a 

difficult task to identify duplicates due to different attribute values. The techniques 

that require a human expert for manual tuning are better but unfeasible for large data-

bases. Such databases can be referred to as big data. The techniques require training 

data samples to generate results for different situations. Other issues are related to the 

quality of data and techniques are not capable to use all the string similarity metrics to 

complete the matching process. This leads to unsatisfactory results because every 

single string similarity metric (fuzzy matching technique) is domain-specific that 

solves a certain problem. Missing one or more similarity metrics does not help to 

achieve better results. The discussed approaches do not consider the followings to 

achieve better results based on fuzzy matching: 

• Use different similarity metrics techniques to calculate a matching score to extract 

records. 

• Use similarity metric on data at different stages to output better entity matching 

results for record linkage and analysis. 

• Use the clustering technique with help of segmentation for identity resolution. 

4 The Proposed Fuzzy Approach to Identity Resolution 

The fuzzy approach has been applied to identity resolution shown in Fig.1 by using 

cascaded string similarity techniques to retrieve an approximate entity match. The 

fuzzy approach utilizes Soudex, Jaro-Winkler algorithms to calculate the aggerate 

score for names and Edit-distance to score the other attributes e.g. ethnicity descrip-

tion and addresses. The aim is to match names simply by using similarity metrics and 

analyze retrieved records for similarities using clustering, segmentation, and graph 

analysis. This fuzzy approach is implemented using Python 3.7 using PyCharm 

(community version) IDE and the anonymized policy data is stored in MS SQL Serv-

er Express 2017. Pandas (a Python data analysis library) is used to clean data and 

store datasets retrieved during different stages. The NetworkX and matplotlib libraries 

are used for graph analysis and visualization. 

4.1 Policing Dataset 

An anonymized criminal dataset from police has been used in this research. The da-

taset consists of 1,146,212 records containing duplicates, typographical errors, in-

complete or missing information. Some records are partial duplicates of other records 

with only one or more different attribute values. Each reported crime has a unique 

crime reference number and everyone in the dataset has a unique nominal reference 

number. But there are individuals with multiple nominal reference numbers. For ex-

ample, there are 6,032 individuals with 5 or fewer similar nominal reference numbers 

assigned. The other attributes such as forename, surname, date of birth, gender, ad-
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dress, and ethnicity are representing an individual. In the dataset, there are 309,518 

duplicate records based on surname, forename, and date of birth. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of a fuzzy approach to identity resolution. 

4.2 Data Pre-processing 

The data pre-processing is used to eliminate missing values from the dataset for each 

record attribute. In the dataset, street_name, town_name, and district_name and post-

code are four different fields representing the address. But in this research, the three 

fields are combined as one address field while keeping the postcode field separate. 

Similarly, the surname and forename are combined as name filed. There are records 

defined as ‘Unknown’ gender rather than ‘M’ for male’ and ‘F’ for female, so in this 

fuzzy approach, these records are considered as missing values. Overall, there is a 

total of 430,293 missing values that are removed from the dataset. Therefore, the 

dataset after data cleaning still has 715,919 records. Considering the upper case and 

lower-case attribute values in the dataset, all attribute values are converted to lower 

case. The fuzzy approach utilizes name, gender, ethnicity description, and address 

attribute to start the initial search of records by generating the aggregated name score. 

4.3 String Matching & Aggregated Score 

This fuzzy approach uses Soundex, Jaro-Winkler similarity techniques to calculate the 

aggregate score for name matching. The Soundex code algorithm has been modified 

by removing the name first character as a constant letter from the code and changing 

the length to 6-digits. This generates a numerical Soundex code of 6-digits to help 

eliminate the Soundex first character mismatch issue. By increasing the length of the 
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code helps to reduce many false-positive retrievals as compared to the 4-digits code. 

Later, the Jaro-Winkler technique is applied to this Soundex code to get a Soundex 

fuzzy score. All these scores are then used to calculate the aggregate score. The ag-

gregate score is normalized between the fuzzy score of 0 and 1. The aggregate score 

is calculated with the following equation. 

 AggScore = (Sscore + JWscore) * 0.5 (1) 

4.4 Searching & Matching Criteria 

It is very important to establish search and match criteria for retrieving entities by 

comparing the calculated score of selected attributes. The fuzzy approach focuses on 

eliminating most no-match entities during the initial search, based on aggregate score 

and Soundex code match. To find the results as accurately as possible is important as 

each record contains different attributes that help to differentiate one entity from other 

entities. But if there are issues in the value of the attributes e.g. incomplete infor-

mation or typographical error then matching of records becomes difficult. This fuzzy 

approach proposes an iterative process by taking three different name variations as an 

input for the target entity. The approach also uses gender, ethnicity description, and 

address attributes to retrieve records. These selected attributes help to reduce the 

number of records retrieved by reducing processing time.  

The matching of gender is done by an exact match while matching of ethnicity de-

scription is done by a partial matching of the string. For matching addresses, the edit 

distance technique is used to score addresses. Each iteration process is a combination 

of these selected attributes to generate search results as three data-subsets. Once the 

iteration process is completed, all three data-subsets are merged and compared for 

duplicate records to form one resultant dataset. All duplicate records are removed 

from this retrieved dataset. At this stage, records are retrieved even with the low ag-

gregated score (e.g. score of 0.50 or 0.60) but have matching Soundex code. This to 

make sure any possible or close matched records are not ignored or dropped during 

the initial search. 

4.5 Clustering, Segmentation, and Graph Analysis 

In this fuzzy approach, the labeling of data from a human expert is not required to 

group similar records. For this purpose, the Mean-Shift clustering algorithm has been 

used to group similar records based on age, name, and address score. Each record is 

automatically labeled with a cluster number. These clustered records are then matched 

and compared based on the highest name and address score to create segments of 

records. This is to make sure similar records are linked together even if in different 

clusters by extracting record(s) with maximum address scores from clustered datasets 

to form a segment of records. In the segmentation process, the records are matched 

for similar addresses from the initial retrieved dataset and the clustered dataset. The 

similar segmented records are merged into one dataset and any other relevant records 

are kept separate. 
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For further graph analysis, these segmented records are compared with the clus-

tered dataset to match the final identity out of all other identities. The graph creation 

is layer-based by using different attributes from the dataset. The first graph is created 

using the entity name and the clusters label for the entity. This visually list all entities 

linked to each cluster. The second graph is created using the entity name and address 

from the segmented dataset. This graph data is then compared with the first graph to 

find the matched identity out of other identities. The third graph is created to simply 

removed all the false positives and only show the matched identity with associated 

addresses. 

5 Experimental Evaluation 

5.1 Target Entity 

For this fuzzy approach to identity resolution, it is assumed the police investigating 

officer is working on two different criminal cases and during an investigation, he 

obtained some basic information about the suspects. The information obtained per 

case is listed in Table 1 and investigating officer use this information to search a sus-

pect for each case using this fuzzy approach. The investigating officer does not know 

the correct name spelling of the suspect or believes the dataset has typographical er-

rors, so he inputs the full name with three different variations. The gender of the sus-

pect is known while ethnicity description and address details are partially known. 

Table 1. The information available to investigating office about the suspect for each case 

 First Case Second Case 

Target Search (Suspect) BECH Jaunette FAROS Abbidah 

Available suspect information for input 

Name Variation 1 back janette abidah firos 

Name Variation 2 bach janet abiddha feroz 

Name Variation 3 beck janete abidha firoz 

Gender f f 

Description white white 

Address town and close brandearth hey 

5.2 Searching Results 

First case. Based on the inputs for the first case in Table 1, the initial search and 

matching criteria produced three datasets. The name first variation retrieved 95 rec-

ords; the second variation retrieved 61 records and the third variation retrieved 95 

records. It is worth noting, the first and third name variation generated similar 

Soundex code (125300) and the aggregate score (0.70) that retrieved the same number 

of records. But the second variation generated a different Soundex code (122530) and 

retrieved a different number of records compared to the other name variations. A 
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resultant dataset of 173 records is generated after merging all three datasets and re-

moving duplicate records.  

Second case. Based on the inputs for the second case in Table 1, the initial search and 

matching criteria produced three datasets. All three name variations retrieved 41 rec-

ords and interestingly the resultant dataset of 52 records is generated after merging all 

three datasets and removing duplicate records. All these records retrieved have some 

similarity or are completely different from one another, but this will be differentiated 

later in the next stages. 

5.3 Clustering, Segmentation & Graph Analysis Results 

The dataset (produced from the searching results) is fed into the clustering algorithm. 

This created, clusters of records based on age, name aggregate score, and address 

score. For the first case, records are grouped into 4 clusters, and records for the sec-

ond case are grouped into 5 clusters based on the similarities score of the attributes. 

The clustering of records is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for both cases respectively.  

 

Fig. 2. First Case - Clustering based on age, aggregated name score, and address score similari-

ty 

The clustering of records does not identify the entity but provides a way to label and 

group records based on the score of attributes. Some of the records in clusters have a 

low score at the y-axis (address score) but are still required for the next stage to make 
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sure not to ignore any matches, related or close matches. After clustering, the segmen-

tation process picked the address with the highest score for the first case and second 

case as 0.83 and 1.0 respectively. For the first case, 7 records are retrieved with 

the

 

Fig. 3. Second case - Clustering based on age, aggregated name score, and address score simi-

larity 

highest address score and aggregated name score while 9 other records are retrieved 

with a similar name, low address score, and two different dates of birth. So, the final 

dataset retrieved for the first case contained 16 records with a combination of the 

same name, two different dates of birth, and different addresses. These records have 

some similarities but have unique crime reference numbers and duplicate nominal 

reference numbers for the same name associated with different addresses. For the 

second case, 16 records are retrieved with the highest address score and aggregate 

name score while 6 other records are retrieved with a similar name, low address score, 

and three different dates of birth. So, the final dataset retrieved for the second case 

contained 22 records with a combination of the same name, three different dates of 

birth, and different addresses. The records are with some similarities and have a 

unique crime reference number, duplicate nominal reference numbers associated with 

different addresses.  

For graph analysis, the clustered dataset is used to create the graph with cluster ids 

as main data points associating several different entities linked to each cluster. Anoth-

er graph is created from a segmented dataset based on the name and address. Both 
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graphs are merged and compared as shown in Fig. 4 for the first case and Fig. 5 for 

the second case. The suspect is identified out of other entities and is highlighted with 

Red color in the graph associated with different addresses. 

 

Fig. 4. First Case – Graph analysis, the suspect identified as “Bech Jaunette” highlighted red 

and associated to different addresses 

 

Fig. 5. Second Case - Graph analysis, the suspect identified as “Abbidah Faros” highlighted red 

and associated to different addresses 

5.4 Results Summary 

The results discussed show that the fuzzy approach to identity resolution successfully 

identifies target identity (suspect) out of false identities from a huge dataset. During 
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the evaluation, the results show the reduced number of records retrievals during the 

initial search and passing through different processes a final dataset was reduced sig-

nificantly to make the matching process easier. This ensures law enforcement agen-

cies can easily identify a suspect out of false or linked identities and can speed up the 

investigation process with minimal information in hand.  

6 Conclusion 

Identity resolution is a very important and crucial task for the law enforcement agency 

to identify the real identity of a suspect. This research introduced a fuzzy approach to 

identity resolution using string similarity techniques with a combination of clustering, 

segmentation of records, and graph analysis.  This research is conducted on an anon-

ymized policing dataset of 1,146,212 records and after data cleaning, a dataset of 

715,919 complete records was obtained. The other main feature of this approach is 

minimal information available for selected attributes e.g. full name, gender, ethnicity 

description, and part of the address. The similarity algorithms are used in a cascaded 

manner to calculate the full name aggregate score. The iterative search retrieved rec-

ords based on the name variation and matching of selected attributes. These records 

are merged into one dataset and duplicates are removed making the dataset for clus-

tering of records using the Mean-Shift algorithm. Based on the experiment, the search 

for two suspects created 4 and 5 clusters for records respectively. Later, the segmenta-

tion process picked the records with the highest address score to search for similar 

addresses from the clustered dataset and initial search generated dataset. This process 

ensured to pick any relevant records that may have missed during the initial search for 

the suspect's identity. The graph analysis linked all identities on basis of selected at-

tributes and after comparing graphs the suspect identity was identified associated with 

different addresses. Considering overall results, the fuzzy approach to identity resolu-

tion can be very handy for law enforcement agencies to find real identity using mini-

mal information available about any suspect.  

In future research, this fuzzy approach can be improved by introducing a weighting 

system for attribute scores and complete the incomplete records with available infor-

mation in the dataset or complete records with predicted information for better identi-

ty resolution. It will be worth using machine learning techniques to generate a 

knowledge base that grows with each identity search and simplifies the future search 

process. 
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